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SEP 171979

Docket Nos.: 50-329
50-330

APPLICANT: Consumers Power Company

FACILITY: Midland Plant, Units 1 & 2

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF TRIP TO OBSERVE MIDLAND SUMP TESTS

On August 2,1979, members of the NRC and Consumers Power Ccmpany observed
a portion of the test program being performed by Western Canada Hydraulic
Laboratories using a full-scale model of one side of the Midland containment
sump to investigate vortex formation. The test facility is located in
Vancouver, British Coltsbia, Canada. Attendees are listed in Enclosure 1.

The overall test program is described in a prior meeting summary, dated
February 22, 1979, and in the FSAR response to NRC request 211.159. The
Midland sump design is described in FSAR Section 6.2.2.1.2.2. The design
includes a trash rack constructed of 2-1/4 inch by 3/16 inch bars on 1-3/16
inch centers to prevent floating debris from reaching inner screens and also
acts as flow straightening vanes. Flow through these vanes will also
encounter (1) a medium mesh screen (3/8 inch opening) followed by (2) a
fine mesh (0.04 inch) screen, and finally (3) a grating cage within the
trash rack surrounding the suction piping as shown in FSAR Figure 6.2 - 58A.
Background

The fact that the model is full-scale is considered to be a positive factor.
Vortex severity is reduced by reduced scale, the reduction is not predictable
and testing in full-scale tends to eliminate scale effect concerns. -

The NRC had expressed concerns about the validity of the model tests to provide
a conclusive demonstration on which to judge the reliability of the plant
safety systems in the recirculation mode. These concerns had been expressed
in questions to the applicant. The principal concerns are summarized asfollows:

'

1. The sump of t has two outlet pipes, one for each safety system train.
A solid plate divides the sump and only one side is modeled. Flow
interaction between outlets can not be evaluated.

2. The sumo is enclosed in a rocm like area. The outer screen cage is
about three feet from walls on two sides. The clearance is variable
but generally greater on the other two sides. There are five passages
leading to the sump area. There is no simulation of a;oroach flow or
obstruction outside of the outer screen-cage in the test program.
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3. Only the minimum water level is to be tested. During other sump tests
followed by the NRC, initial vortex fonnations have occured at other
than the minimum water leve.

4. There is a potential for entrained air in flow approaching through the
passage on the reactor side of the sump.

The above issues have been raised for other plants involving Bechtel and this
laboratory. It is their logic that approach conditions can be no more severe
than those created by blocking the outer screen-cage. Based on this logic
they perfonn tests in what amounts to two stages. First, rigorous blockage
tests are performed without the inner cage to determine the backage arrange-
ments required to create adverse conditions (air entrainment or vortex
formation) . Then they insert the inner cage and demonstrate that the adverse
conditions cannot form.

When necessary, they have modified the inner cage until adequate suppression
of adverse conditions is achieved.

There are diverse opinions as to the validity of the above approach. Tests of
models of other plants where the containment contours and obstructions have
been modeled and various potential approach flow conditions simulated have
frequently identified various sets of vortex conditions without blockage and
frequently different sets with blockage. Vortices can form from free surfaces
outside or inside the trash rack and from pockets of trapped air. They can

.also form from flat surfaces such as walls or floors or blocked screens. In
licnesing plants having tests similar to that proposed for Midland, the staff
has found other bases (usually conservative design criteria) to compliment the
test results. Several aspects of Generic Task A-43, " Containment Sump Reliability",
are designed to provide a better technical basis for the design and testing of
sumps and for assessing the useful range of various vortex suppression devices.

The Fine Screen and Foamglass Insulation

Task A-43 will study the potential for insulation debris to cause blockage during
recirculation. It will provide a basis for a reevaluation of the 50% blockage
criteria currently stated in Regulatory Guide 1.82. During the review immediately
prior to witnessing the subject test, the .040 inch spacing for the fine screen
stood out as unusual. The fine sc.een on most plants has been a quarter inch mesh
selected to screen out particles which could clog containment spray nozzles. The
reason for the fine screen was pursued with the applicant. The apolicant stated
that the reason for the fine screen was a BW requirement to avoid potential core
blockage. Foam glass insulation is used on Midland's primary system piping and
during LCCA containment subcompartment pressure analysis, this insulation had been
assumed to blow out providing vent passages betwean compartments. The insulation
is a fragile silicia material with over 95% voids. In block form and when culveri:ed
to small pieces (% 1/16 inch), the material floats. When pulvari:ec fine enougn to
eliminate voids, the material sinks as the base material has a specific gravity of
2.0. Up to 30 cubic feet of this insulation will be used on primary system piping.
Cetails of attacnment have not been completed.
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The NRC noted that the potential interactions of the foamglass particles with
the fine screen presents a potential safety concern which coincides with the
unresolved safety issue of A-43. A source of debris (foamglass) has been
assumed to be displaced following a LOCA and the fine screens have been identi-
fied as the recipient of this debris resulting in the potential total blockage
of the outer screen cages. Bounding calculations by the NRC indicate that if
the entire 80 cubic feet of insulation were relocated to the screens (in original
density), a layer 6 inches in depth would result. Minimum requirements to produce
100% blockage would result if .8 percent of the material breaks down to fines in
the range of 0.40 to .375 inch pieces. Carrying this single layer of particles
concept one step further, if the particles effectively blocked only two-thirds
of the screen flow area, safety pump NPSH requirements may not be satisfied.
Observations from desk top experiments by the NRC with a sample of foamglass
are discussed in Appendix A.

The Meeting

Enclosures 2 and 3 contain the agenda and handouts describing the test program.
Meetings and testing generally followed the agenda and schedule. The following
cor: rents are from the meetings and testing:

1. Those in attendance had learned no more about the B&W concern for core blockage
by particles .080 inch or larger. This is being pursued by the applicant. The
NRC desires to know what is unique about the B&W core and how it is different
with respect to blockage than other PWRs.

2. The top cover plate is located at an elevation coincident witn the minimum
calculated v.ater level (597'3"). This had not been clear in the FSAR.

3. The NRC had wressed concern that screen blockage could not be simulated by
blockage of the outer surfaces of the trash racks. The outer screen cage was
described as consisting of vertical modules with no flow possible horizontally
from one module to the next. Therefore, to the extent that each module is
total?y blocked on the outer surface, an equivalent araa of screen would be
blocted. Screen blockage by a combination of floating and sinking debris can
not he simulated, however, unless the screens are blocked directly.

4. Testing prior to the demonstration was discussed. They had not completed their
studies of various blockage configurations.

5. Details of screening for 4" drain lines entering the sump pit have not been
finali ?d.

6. A plate, spaced from the entrance, blocks direct flow from the reactor direction.
This flow has not been considered during the test program to determine if the
design precludes air entrainment or adverse effects on sumo perfomance.

Cenenstration Tests

1. The first condition demonstrated was 30% of the trash rack blocked. This test
was done without the inner cage to demonstrate an adverse condition. An air
entraining vortex was established outside the screen cage. The vortex was broken
in passing througn the cage. The air was then trapped under the cover plate and
a seconcary vortex perioc1cally formed and connected to the outlet Dip.
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2. The second blockage condition tested represented 90% blockage. It was
demonstrated that periodically vortices would form from the floor and
enter the outlet pipes,

3. The above condttions were repeated with the inner cage installed. No air
entraining vortices connected to the outlet pipe from the free surface,
No significant vortices fomed from the floor,

4 Blockage was reduced tn near 50% and debris entraining vortices persisted
from the water surface to the outer screen cage,

5. Flow was reduced to design flow and blockage increased. A spectrum of
sizes of debris frem 1/8" pellets to 2 x 2 x 1/8 blocks were thrown into
the pool' A general relationship was indicated between vortex strength,

and entrainable debris size. A relatively weak vertex would entrain the
1/8" pe'lets while a stronger vortex was required to entrain the larger

. blocks. The debris material had a specific gravity equivalent to ice.

The NRd concluded frcm this demonstration that:

a) Vortices forming outside the outer screen cage did entrain floattng
debris and deposit it on the outer surface of the screens and trash
racks,

b) It could be expected that once such a process started, all floating
debris would be drawn to these surfaces until the safdty pumps failed,
(The propensity for vortex femation increases with increasing sink -
velocity or screen through velocity in th.ts case ,s

' c) The NRC observer would expect that debris entraining yortices in the
plant during post-LOCA. conditions would be more severe than those
demonstrated. The tests were perfomed at reduced temperature and without
simulation of approach conditions,

d) The level over the outlet pipe was depressed about l 2 feet wit?t 9.07i

blockage, This was the water level change from outside to inside
the screen-cage. The resulting turbulence level inside the screen-case
was quite high, Due to the solid cover plate, it would not be expected
that a higher containment water level would cftange the turbulence' level,

Vfewing of Vfdeo Tapes

A review of vido tapes were presented of prior testing, With no cages, it was
demonstrated that a natural vortex occurred with a 3/8* air core penetrating
to the 24 inch outlet pipe,

With a ring of vanes to create a prerotation of approach flow (circulation
number of a.20) the afr core penetrai 7 the outlet pipe was abcut 3/4 inch
in diameter,

With the inner cage in place, neither the natural or induced vertex formed,
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Sunrnary Meetino

Duncan Hay stated that the concerns about fine screen vortices forming outside the
trash rack and blockage greater than 50% were beyond the scope of the contract
Western Canada Hydraulic Laboratories was working under. All concerned agreed that
the potential for full blockage of the Midland screens under post-LOCA conditions
existed. The material (foamglass), the obstruction (0.040), and the mechanism to
deposit floating debris on the screen (debris entraining vortices) had all been
identified. It was apparent, however, that no further progress relative to that
safety issue could be made during this meeting.

Mr. Watt suggested that the safety issue should be resolved prior to plant operation.
It was acknowledged that the blockage considerations of the test program were in
conformance with or exceeded current 59% requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.82.

It was agreed that the following would be evaluated in the subsequent tests and
presented in the final report:

1. The five passages (Figure 1, Attachment 2) providing approach flow will be
simulated during subsequent screen-cage blockage experiments. The half sump
will be visualized relative to these approacn paths, first as the nortn sump
and then as the south sump.

2. The above will be repeated presuming that blockage has occurred due to debris
frcm the dominate approach directions.

The applicant questioned what further would be required beyond the model tests to
satisfy the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.79.

Mr. Watt noted that it was the purpose of preoperational testing to experimentally
demonstrate that the plant safety systems could be expected to perforn. their func--

tions of called upon. The model test was to demonstrate vortex control and freedom
frem any other adverse condition such as air entrainment or excessive pressure losses.
The model tests must provide valid experimental loss coefficients for flow from
containment to inside the sumo outlet pipes. Other in-plant preoperational tests
of the containment spray and safety infaction systems must provide accurate system
pressure loss data as a function of flow rate. This combination of experimental data
when projected to post-LOCA run-out conditiens must demonstrate an available NPSH at
the inlet of each safety system pump which provides a margin over the NPSH required
for each based on pump manufacturer's test data.

The applicant indicated that they would conform with the above.

Summary

1. The model tests are to be completed in August and reported in October.

2. The potential for full bicckage of th'e fine screen has been identified but
not resolved.
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3. The design of screening for drain lines must be completed.

4. B&W concerns for core blockage must be further explained and evaluated.

w .

James J. Watt-

V Reactor Systems Branch
Division of Systems Safety '
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Enclosure 1

Attendees
August 2,1979

WCHL

Duncan Hay
Bill Schriek

Bechtel

Rex Elder
Constautine Pazadalis
Mike Rothwell
Mike Pratt

CPCo

Mike Salerno

NRC

Jim Watt
Darl Hood
Andrew Hon
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' ENCLOSURE 2

AGENDA

MIDLAND SUMP TESTS

AUGUST 2,1979

9:00 - 10:30 A. Discussions in office

a. model and prototype layout

b. test program

c. status of tests

- screen / trash rack loss 0 & 50% blockage

- intake loss coef ficient 0 & 50% blockage

- vortex suppression

- circulation strengths

10:30 - 12:00 B. Demonstration of Model - Without Grating Cage

Test 1

Purpose: To demonstrate the effectiveness of the grating
cage to suppress vortices.

Flow Conditions: Water surface el 597.55 f t
Discharge 7800 gpm
Temperature 100*F (for demonstration

purposes only)
(i) Without grating cage apply artificial trash rack

blockage to force internal vortices from su=p wall,
floor or ceiling.

(ii) With the flow conditions unaltered and with the
above selected blockage condition install the -

grating cage to demonstrate its effectiveness in
'

suppressing all vortices.
(iii) Repeat (1) , (ii) at maxi =um flew if desired.

Test 2

Purpose : To demonstrate the effectiveness of the combin-
ation of the trash rack and the grating cage to
produce tranquil flow conditions in the sump.

Flow Conditions : Water surface el 597.55 f t
Discharge 7300 3pm
Temperature 100*F (for de=cnstration"

purposes caly)
(i) When trash rack is not blocked.

(ii) When trash rack is 507. blocked.
(iii) Repeat (1) , (ii) at maximum flew if desired.

}}}2 }3h12:00 - 1:30 LUN CH
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1:30 - 3:15 B. Cont. - With Crating Cage

3:15 - 3:30 C. Viewing of Video Results

3:30 - 4:30 D. General Discussion

-

)
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ENCLOSURE 3: Handouts

. MIDLAND UNITS 1 AND 2 CONTAINMENT SUMP

PHYSICAL MODEL STUDIES

WESTERN CANADA HYDRAULIC LA30RATORIES PROJECT NO. 73024

TEST PROGRAM

Series A - Primary Objectives: For the unblocked trashrack and five
rationally selected blockage conditions determine trashrack
and intake loss coefficients and demonstrate that no vortices
occur. Determine the effect of the grating cage on the intake
loss coefficient.

Test Discharges Water Level Temperature Blockage Grating Cage
No USgpm Elevation *F Conditions in Place

ft (Figure 3)

Al 7800 597.55 180 None No
A2 78'00 597.55 180 None Yes
A3 7800 597.55 180 A Yes
A4 7800 597.'55 180~ B Yes
A5 7800 597.55 180 C Yes
A6 7800 597.55 180 D Yes
A7 7800 597.55 180 E Yes

Series B - Primary Objective: To demonstrate the effectiveness of the
grating cage to suppress vortices.

,

Procedure: 1. Without the grating cage in place experimentally
determine blockage condition: that generate
vortices from either the sump walls, floor or

,
ceiling.

2. For selected blockage conditiens f rom (1), conduct
the test sequence described below. Tests conducted

'it an intake discharge greater than the design
discharge demonstrate the conservatism of the design.

Test Discharges Vater Level Temperature Blockage Grating Cage
No US gpm Elevation *F Conditions in Place

ft (Figurc 3)

31 7800 597.55 180 No
32 7800 597.55 130 Yes
33 Max 597.55 180 Yes
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Series C - Primary Objective: Repeat a 50 percent blockage test to show test
results reproductibility, and subsequently determine the mean loss
coefficients, standard deviation and confidence limits.

Test Discharges Water Level Temp.: ra tu re Blockage Crating Cage
No USapa Elevation *F Conditions in Place

ft (Figure 3)

Cl to C20 7800 597.55 180 A Yes

.

/

/
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.,
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C - LOWER H ALF BLOCKED BY SUEMERGED DESRIS.

' ' , , TRASH RACK BLOCKED OVER LCWER.
' "

%, CNE HALF AROUND PERIPHERY..,,, ,

'~ ,y>*% '

m,--,_. . ___ .. _ _
-

D- UPSTREAM HALF BLOCKED BY DEBRIS.
~ ~ , .

*'
s TRASH RACK BLQCKED CVER FULL HEIGHT

% ,. '% N,% OVER 50 /o CF ITS AREA IN THE FLOW PATH.
\*''

,, % se

e

= :s n. - ~ .x-w:ma

E - UPSTRE AM HALF SLOCKED SY DESRIS.

''N,,, TR ASH RACK 9 LOCKED CVER FULL HEIGHT.
' N .,, '

OVER 50 /o OF ITS ARE A IN THE FLCW PATH.
. ' *
,hN '

_

MIDLAND PLANT UNITS IS2INDICATES SOLID WALLS-- -- -

INCICATES TRASri RACK BLOCKAGE
CO N FIG U R ATIO N FOR

TRASH RACK BLOCKAGE TESTS

WESTERN CAMACA HYDR AU LIC L A BORATORIES LTD.
SC81 J et 7 A. wC M
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS

A,. BLOCKAGE TESTS
,

BLOCKAGE CRATING WATER INTAKE TRAS!! RACK INTAKE TOTAL
EST

CONDITION CAGE TEMP FLOW LOSS' LOSS LOSS

*F CPM FT COEFF. FT

None No 89 8956 .015 .83
Yes 100 8931 .010 .82

50%(A) No 88 8956 .020 .83
Yes 100 8909 .020 .83" "

calculated 50% No 6000 .016 .83 .25

B_. VANE TESTS

Values in the table below represent a =ean value of the circulation,
2nrV , obtained from tangential velocities measured on a 2 f t grid at

three dif ferent elevations and at etter surface el 597.55

EL 597 EL 596 EL 595

19.1 20.0 20.4
r Cage

With
'

Grating Cage 21.6 22.1 22.1

= ,;.^
&, . f, + ,| fr .
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COMPARISON OF FLOW CONDITIONS

MIDLAND PLRID rid PREVIOUSLY TESTED PLANTS

DAVIS FARLEY FW2Y ANO 2 SONGS MIDLAND
BESSE I II

Pipe Vel
6 13 13 2.5 2.2 3.2fps

Min sub-
mergence 5.25 3.84 3.84 9 6 8

ft

Subme rgence .87 .3 .3 3.6 2.73 2.5
vel

Screen vel .4 .2 .2 < .1 < .1 .14, fps

cifM. -

g ',! A

-
.

**
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Appendix A

Observations of a Sample of Foamglass Insulation

This material has the appearance of a man-made sponge with a hardness somewhat
less than that of a cinder block, It can be crumbled in your fingers and
breaks into a spectrum of particle sizes, It would appear more likely to
crush than to shatter on impact,

Visible bubbles or voids appear to range from 1/8" diameter down,

When crumbled into a glass of water, only a few smaller particles sink.
However, when wetted perhaps 30 to 40 percent of the smaller particles
will sink, Slow stirring will keep them in suspension,

Gentle tapping or rubbing produces mostly smaller particles, say 1/16 inch
or smaller, Gouging with a fingernail, cutting with a pocket knife or
twisting a small section produces larger pieces but unless more than a 1/4
inch slice is made, it tends to crumble into pieces 1/8 inch or smaller,

Droppir9 a 2 inch cube of the material 6 ft, to a tile foor appeared to
crush it at the point of impact with the crushed section falling away,
Very little bounce,

Based on these crude observations, it would appear that the size of particles
breaking off of large pieces are dictated largely by the cell size and are
generally less than 1/8 inch in the larger dimension, Perhaps 50% would be
smaller than 0,40 inches,

Based on these observations, it would appear that the ,040 screen could
filter out a significant amount of debris',' while a 1/8 or 3/16 screen
could filter little, The response of the material to LOCA forces requires
evaluation.

-
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